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KEY FINDINGS
• All mine operators must prepare PRCPs to maximise 

progressive rehabilitation of mined land to a ‘stable 
condition’ – that is, safe and structurally stable, 
causing no environmental harm, and can sustain 
a post-mining land use (PMLU). A PRCP may state 
that, in the public interest, mined land is not to be 
rehabilitated to a stable condition and should be 
managed as a ‘non-use management area’ (NUMA). 
However, it must provide for a void in a flood plain 
to be rehabilitated to a stable condition.

• The transitional provisions of the reforms have 
created two classes of mines: those existing before 
and those established after 1 April 2019. Pre-existing 
mines (such as Ensham), with an authorisation for  
a void in a flood plain, can be exempted from 
the new requirement to rehabilitate to a stable 
condition and remain as a NUMA.

• The reforms may not adequately address the risk 
of residual voids for mines that have made slow 
progress on progressive rehabilitation. This presents 
a broader industry risk. as only new mines are 
subject to improved rehabilitation requirements.  

• Transparency issues within the regulatory 
framework negatively impact accountability and 
public confidence in rehabilitation processes and 
outcomes. The amount that a proponent provides 
as financial assurance for estimated rehabilitation 
costs is not publicly available, and third-party access 
to further rehabilitation information is limited 
by Right to Information Act access processes and 
informal arrangements between the regulator and 
proponents. 

• There is uncertainty about community consultation 
requirements and how to balance community 
preferences with regulatory requirements. 
‘Rehabilitation’ is an ill-defined term, subject to 
differences in some community understanding 
equating it with the ‘re-filling’ of voids, and the 
regulatory reality of applying ‘stable condition’. 

Ensham Coal Mine Case Study

Queensland mine operators must prepare Progressive Rehabilitation and Closure Plans (PRCPs) to 
maximise progressive rehabilitation of mined land to a stable condition. This is a key aspect of the 
extensive 2018 reforms of Queensland’s mining rehabilitation regulatory framework, which came into 
effect on 1 April 2019. Important issues remain regarding the framework’s response to open-cut  
mines, especially those with mine voids in a flood plain, such as the Ensham Coal Mine. 

 This case study considered three core issues in Queensland’s 
mine rehabilitation regulatory framework:

• Void rehabilitation of pre-existing open-cut mines in flood 
plains at the time of regulatory reforms;

• Insufficient progressive rehabilitation of pre-existing open-cut 
mines; and  

• A lack of transparency, consultation requirements, and 
definition of key terms. 

THE CHALLENGE
The rehabilitation of voids that result from open-cut mining 
poses regulatory challenges, particularly for voids located in 
flood plains, which are areas of high hydrological, environmental, 
and ecological importance. A key regulatory concern is the 
impact of leaving open-cut mining voids open to inundation.

High community expectations of mine rehabilitation must be 
balanced with regulatory requirements that operate in the 
bounds of what is technically and commercially achievable 
for pre-existing mines with prior authorisation of mine voids. 
Achieving this balance depends on clear, certain definitions of 
commonly used terms and effective community consultation 
with mine rehabilitation processes. 
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THE OPPORTUNITY
The Ensham case study analysed Queensland’s reformed mine 
rehabilitation regulatory framework to identify areas of legislative 
uncertainty and further reform of law and practice. Mapping the 
differing values and conceptions of key concepts enhances the 
regulatory framework.  

CRC TiME enables an integrated, holistic approach to enhancing 
the understanding of mine rehabilitation regulation and to 
raising awareness of the significant challenges faced by industry, 
government, and community. It pushes for the development of 
regulatory frameworks that accurately reflect stakeholder values 
and perspectives on addressing these challenges.

OUTCOMES
This case study analysed the application of Queensland’s mine 
rehabilitation regulatory framework to open-cut mines.  
It identified the regulatory challenges that persist after recent 
reforms, particularly the disparate approaches towards void 
rehabilitation for new and pre-existing mines in flood plains and 
limited progress in rehabilitation. 

NEXT STEPS
Future research is needed to understand the cumulative impacts 
of the transitional provisions perpetuating residual voids as  
non-use management areas in flood plains, the impacts of a lack 
of transparency in rehabilitation regulation information, and  
the meaning and scope of community consultation on accepting 
pre-existing NUMA and proposed PMLU. 
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